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Summary We propose and evaluate the hypothesis that the CAG repeat region of the androgen receptor represents a
locus of antagonistic pleiotropy in the context of sexual selection and sexual conflict. Short repeats are associated with
increased transactivation of the androgen receptor at the molecular level, and increased fertility at the phenotypic
level. However, short repeats are also associated with increased risk of prostate cancer, and with more aggressive
forms of the disease. The somatic evolution of cancer cell lineages also shows a repeated pattern of shortening of the
CAG repeat in association with cancer progression, apparently as a result of positive selection among cell lineages. We
further postulate that other genes associated with prostate cancer are likely to mediate antagonistic pleiotropy in the
context of sexual selection and sexual conflict. A key prediction of this hypothesis is that the genes mediating
antagonistic pleiotropy will show historical evidence of positive selection, particularly in the context of sexual conflict.
Previous research on the molecular evolution of specific genes associated with prostate cancer supports this
prediction, and we suggest further critical tests of the role for genomic conflicts and tradeoffs in the evolution of
cancer risk.

�c 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Sexual selection and sexual conflict are topics of
central interest in evolutionary biology [1]. The
study of sexual selection focuses on a wide variety
of traits selected in the context of mating, with
emphasis on competition for mates and selectivity
about mating [1]. Sexual selection can favor traits
that enhance reproductive success early in life at
the expense of reduced survivorship later in life
– that is, antagonistic pleiotropy [2,3].
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Genes that cause such antagonistic pleiotropy in
the context of sexual selection may also drive sex-
ual conflict. Sexual conflict exists when aspects of
male behavior, physiology or other phenotypic
traits enhance male reproductive fitness but im-
pose a cost on the fitness of females, or vice versa
[4]. Sexual conflict can occur in several different
ways, including intragenomic conflict, interge-
nomic (or interlocus) conflict, and intersexual
ontogenetic conflict [4,5]. Recent evidence sug-
gests that these forms of genetic conflict are com-
mon [5,6].

In this paper, we hypothesize that the androgen
receptor represents an example of antagonistic
rved.
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pleiotropy in the context of sexual selection and
possibly sexual conflict. Specifically, we propose
that the CAG repeat of the androgen receptor rep-
resents a locus of antagonistic pleiotropy within
the androgen receptor gene. We begin with a gen-
eral review of the connections between sexual
selection, androgens and the prostate gland, and
then focus on the androgen receptor in particular.
We then discuss the possibility that other genes
associated with prostate cancer also mediate
antagonistic pleiotropy in the context of sexual
selection and sexual conflict.

The prostate gland and seminal vesicles produce
seminal fluid in mammalian males [7]. Hence, the
prostate constitutes a critical locus for the interac-
tion of steroid hormones and seminal fluid pro-
teins. These processes are crucial to male
reproduction in a variety of ways, such as potential
mating rate and sperm competition [8]. In male
Drosophila, seminal proteins mediate sexual con-
flict by promoting fertility and preventing remat-
ing, but at the expense of female survivorship
[9]. A number of seminal proteins in Drosophila,
such as the accessory gland protein Acp26Aa, have
been shown to exhibit rapid evolution and high ra-
tios of non-synonymous to synonymous substitu-
tion, a hallmark of positive selection [10]. In
mammals in general [11] and primates in particular
[12], seminal proteins have been found to evolve
rapidly and show evidence of positive selection re-
lated to sexual selection and sexual conflict. Sexual
selection and sexual conflict are thus expected to
act on the proteins that make up this locus of
interaction.

Steroid hormones, the androgen receptor,
and cancer

The development and expression of many key as-
pects of morphology and physiology influenced by
sexual selection are mediated by steroid hormones
[8]. These hormones, particularly androgens, may
be subject to sexual selection and sexually antago-
nistic evolution in their pathways of signaling and
reception. For example, testosterone, which is se-
creted by the testis, is well known as a major hor-
monal regulator of diverse aspects of male
morphology, physiology and behavior subject to
sexual selection [13]. Testosterone is also critically
involved in the production of seminal fluid, which
appears to be strongly influenced by sexual selec-
tion and sexual conflict [14].

Many steroid hormones and associated proteins
are likely to exhibit antagonistic pleiotropy within
males, with beneficial effects on reproduction
early but negative effects on survivorship later in
life [8]. For example, high androgen levels are
associated with high reproductive effort and mat-
ing success at early life history stages in a variety
of species (reviewed in [8]), but they are also asso-
ciated with reduced survivorship in later life (e.g.
[15]). In humans, increased androgen levels are
associated with increased risk of prostate cancer
[16], among other costs [17]. Steroid hormones
and associated proteins are also likely to mediate
various forms of sexual antagonism, given that
selection is expected to favor functions conducive
to early reproduction but harmful to long-term sur-
vival more strongly in males than in females [2]. In
turn, diverse molecular-genetic and clinical evi-
dence indicates that this type of sexual antago-
nism, and consequent sexually antagonistic
coevolution generates pleiotropic genetic effects
that enhance the risk of cancer [18].

The androgen receptor gene (AR) plays a central
role in prostate cancer occurrence and progression
[19]. The genes AR, CYP17, SRD5A2, HSD3B1 and
HSD3B2 are all intimately involved in androgen
metabolism and cell proliferation in the prostate
[21]. Each shows intraspecific polymorphism and
variation among racial-ethnic groups that is associ-
ated with the risk of prostate cancer [21].

The AR binds testosterone and regulates the
transcription of androgen-responsive genes, many
of which stimulate cellular replication and tissue
growth [20,21]. Because the AR mediates the ef-
fects of testosterone, it is intimately involved in
the development of secondary sexual characteris-
tics [22]. Hence, this receptor is an important locus
for the action of sexual selection, and it influences
many aspects of male display and male competitive
ability in species subject to strong sexual selection
on males.

The increased levels of cell proliferation stimu-
lated by steroid hormones like testosterone on tar-
get organs are associated with increased frequency
and aggressiveness of cancer [23]. Indeed, eunuchs
and men with under-developed prostates seldom or
never develop prostate cancer [20]. In a prospec-
tive study, Gann et al. [24] found that circulating
levels of testosterone predict the development of
prostate cancer. Virtually all cases of prostate can-
cer involve somatic mutations in the androgen
receptor, and strategies of therapy for this disease
focus overwhelmingly on reducing or eliminating
the binding of the androgen receptor to testoster-
one (or substitute ligands), or the binding of the
androgen receptor to DNA and its subsequent stim-
ulation of expression [19].

For the androgen receptor gene, the N-terminal
domain is known to exhibit a form of genetic
variation associated with cancer risk in several
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different contexts: a series of microsatellite CAG
repeats [25]. Human racial groups differ on average
in the number of CAG repeats, and these differ-
ences are associated with variation in prostate can-
cer occurrence and rate of progression [20]. Within
populations, smaller numbers of repeats are linked
to increased risk of prostate cancer [26]. A recent
meta-analysis of previous studies concluded that
the effects of repeat length on prostate cancer
are small but statistically significant [27]. Within
individuals, the progression of prostate cancer is
associated with reduced repeat length due to the
somatic evolution of cancer cell lineages [28].
Across species, CAG repeat number has apparently
increased along the lineage leading from basal
primates to humans [29], which suggests that re-
peat length increases with lifespan across prima-
tes. Repeat length has been demonstrated to
have a negative correlation with transactivation
function [25,30], which is apparently due to a neg-
ative effect of repeat length on p160-mediated
coactivation [31]. Recently, transgenic manipula-
tions of CAG repeat length in a mouse model has
experimentally demonstrated a negative correla-
tion between repeat length and prostate cancer
risk [32].

A substantial body of research indicates that
increasedCAG repeat length is associatedwith infer-
tility, low rates of spermatogenesis and hypoan-
drogenicity, or reduced expression of male-specific
traits (e.g. [33]), although not all studies support
this association (e.g. [34]). There is also an inverse
correlation between CAG repeat length and andro-
genicity (e.g. [35]). Decreased repeat length is
associated with increased production of prostate
specific antigen and increased sperm count in ado-
lescent males [36,37]. Hence, repeat length for
the CAG repeat region may evolve under a tradeoff
between sexual selection (favoring decreased
length and increased activity) and natural selection
(favoring increased length and reduced risk of pros-
tate cancer).

The androgen receptor, as a critical mediator of
diverse physiological and morphological effects fa-
vored by sexual selection in males, may also repre-
sent a focal point of sexually antagonistic
coevolution between males and females. Genes ex-
pressed in females should be selected to minimize
the risks of cancer and other negative effects
resulting from excess testosterone and AR activa-
tion, whereas male genomes should be selected
to tolerate higher levels of testosterone and AR
activation (and associated risks of cancer) in the
interest of enhanced reproduction. Although wo-
men do not develop prostate tissue, the androgen
receptor is expressed in a variety of tissues in
females, and its expression levels appear to be
linked to some kinds of cancer.

Ovarian cancer is the sixth most common cancer
in women worldwide [38]. The AR is expressed in
primates (including humans) throughout the repro-
ductive cycle, where it modulates follicular growth
and maturation and other reproductive processes
[39]. AR expression is also found in a very high pro-
portion (up to 95%) of tumor tissue samples from
ovarian cancers, and frequency of expression posi-
tively correlates with malignancy [40,41].

A variety of studies have linked androgens to
ovarian cancer [42]. Androgens increase cell prolif-
eration and decrease cell death in ovarian tissue,
indicating a cancer-promoting effect [43]. Women
with elevated serum levels of androgens have an
increased risk of ovarian cancer [44,45], and andro-
gen administration is associated with ovarian can-
cer in animal models [46]. Ovarian cancer is
associated with an increase in androgen production
[47]. A coactivator of the AR (AR-associated pro-
tein 70, or ARA70) has been found to be up-regu-
lated in ovarian tumors [48]. Recent research
suggests that up-regulation of ARA70 is associated
with cellular resistance to a specific tumor inhibi-
tor (TGF-a), and hence to enhanced probability of
malignancy [49].

Evidence linking ovarian cancer to polymor-
phisms in AR expression has been mixed [38]. Sev-
eral studies have found that shortened repeat
length in the CAG repeat region (associated with in-
creased expression of AR-activated genes) is asso-
ciated with reduced age of incidence (e.g. [50])
and increased aggressiveness of ovarian cancer
[51]. However, other studies have found no associ-
ation between repeat length and ovarian cancer
(e.g. [52]), and one study found a positive associa-
tion [53].

There are also links between AR repeat polymor-
phism and breast cancer. Several studies have
found evidence of increased risk for breast cancer
with larger CAG repeat size (e.g. [54,55]). By con-
trast, some studies have not confirmed this rela-
tionship (e.g. [56,57]), and Yu et al. [58] found a
negative correlation between CAG repeat length
and tumor aggressiveness in breast cancer. There
is also evidence that CAG repeats evolve through
selection in the somatic evolution of colon cancer
[59], which indicates that shorter repeat length,
may be associated with other forms of cancer as
well.

Taken together, the available evidence suggests
that expression of the AR influences the risk of a
variety of cancers, and that males and females
may be selected in opposite directions for AR
expression (possibly mediated in part by CAG
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repeat length), resulting in sexual conflict over
expression. Indeed, such conflict likely represents
only one of many manifestations of sexual conflict
over the regulation of hormonal systems, given the
myriad pleiotropic effects of testosterone, estro-
gen and other hormones on physiological systems.
While it might appear that females could evolve
to optimize their sex-specific expression of the
AR in the context of cancer risk, such changes
may interfere with important aspects of female
physiology [39], and recent evidence also suggests
that repression of sexually antagonistic genes is of-
ten incomplete or unsuccessful. Indeed, research
on Drosophila and other species indicates that
the expression of sexually antagonistic genes in
the ‘‘wrong’’ sex is pervasive and imposes a signif-
icant cost on adults [5,60].

Review of previous research

If sexual selection and sexual antagonism are gen-
erally associated with an increased risk of cancer,
then we would expect to find evidence that a vari-
ety of genes specifically associated with sexual
reproduction would be both implicated in cancer
risk and show evidence of positive selection, which
is frequently associated with sexual selection, and
with antagonistic coevolution [18] (Table 1). A sig-
nal of positive selection in comparative analyses of
DNA sequences occurs when the ratio non-synony-
mous to synonymous substitutions exceeds one
for all of part of a particular gene [61]. Recently,
Clark and Swanson [14] tested for selection on sem-
inal fluid proteins from a variety of primate spe-
cies. They found evidence for strong positive
selection on a number of genes associated with
Table 1 Genes expressed in the prostate in associatio
associated with cancer

Locus Evidence for selection (x > 1) Association

KLK2 Ref. [14] Elevated e
Increased

PSA Ref. [14] Enhance tu
ACPP Ref. [14] Elevated e
PSP94 Ref. [14] Tumor sup
GRP Ref. [14] Promotes t
PIP Ref. [14] Elevated e
TMPRSS2 Ref. [14] Overexpre

Implicated
TGM4 Ref. [14] Loss associ
DBI Ref. [14] Elevated e
SRC-1 Ref. [83] Promotes p
ELAC2 Ref. [83] Hereditary
CDC37 Ref. [83] Enhances c
MTA1 Ref. [83] Elevated e
prostate cancer (in terms of heritable variants
associated with prostate cancer risk, or associated
with gene expression during the progression of
prostate cancer, or both). These genes include Kal-
likrein 2 (KLK2), prostate specific antigen (PSA or
KLK3), prostate acid phosphatase (ACPP), microse-
minoprotein (PSP94 or MSMB), gastrin-releasing
peptide (GRP), prolactin-induced protein (PIP),
and transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2),
transglutaminase 4 (TGM4), and diazapim binding
inhibitor (DBI). Many of these genes are associated
with other forms of cancer as well, as expected un-
der the antagonistic pleiotropy predicted by our
hypothesis.

Kallikrein 2 and prostate specific antigen are
members of a family of serine proteases. This gene
family shows diverse patterns of evolution, with
different species containing different numbers
and combinations of loci [62]. Kallikrein 2 and
PSA may be restricted to humans and dogs, which
is interesting given the notably-high prevalence of
prostate cancer in these two species [63]. Both of
these genes are under androgen control and have
been implicated as important loci involved in
prostate cancer [64,65]. Kallikrein 2 expression is
elevated in prostate cancer [64,65], and recent
evidence connects polymorphism at this locus to
increased risk of prostate cancer [66]. Prostate
specific antigen (in combination with KLK4) may
increase tumor cell migration, specifically in asso-
ciation with prostate cancer [67], although it may
act as a tumor suppressor in other contexts [68].
Kallikreins are also involved in a variety of other
cancers, and can promote tumor invasion and
metastasis [68]. Clark and Swanson [14] used max-
imum likelihood methods [69] to show that positive
n with the production of seminal fluid that are also

with cancer (References)

xpression in prostate cancer [64,65]
risk of prostate cancer [66]
mor cell migration [67]
xpression in prostate cancer [78]
pressing function [74–76]
umor growth
xpression in prostate cancer [79]
ssion in prostate cancer [70]
in hereditary prostate cancer [71]
ated with prostate cancer progression
xpression in prostate, brain and liver cancer [80–82]
rostate cancer cell growth [87]
prostate cancer risk [88]
ell proliferation, increases cell survival [84]
xpression in prostate cancer [85]
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selection has affected subsets of codons within
both KLK2 and PSA. These authors also showed that
specific codons identified as being affected by po-
sitive selection (via Bayesian inference) were
non-randomly associated with the functional (cata-
lytic) sites of this gene based on structural analysis.
In sum, these results are consistent with the
hypothesis that KLK2 and PSA are positively se-
lected in the context of sexually antagonistic
coevolution, with the functional roles of the genes
being of general importance to both the risk and
somatic evolution of cancer.

Transmembrane protease serine 2 has been iden-
tified as an important gene in the development of
prostate cancer, with overexpression in neoplastic
prostate epithelium [70]. The serine protease do-
main of TMPRSS2 is released into the extracellular
fluid, and interacts there with a G-coupled recep-
tor (PAR-2), which contributes to tumor metastasis.
The TMPRSS2 protein is androgen responsive and
drives the increased expression of two transcription
factors (ERG and ETV1) that are highly expressed in
prostate cancer. TMPRSS2 has also been implicated
as a candidate gene for some cases of hereditary
prostate cancer, although this hypothesis requires
further investigation [71]. Hence, for TMPRSS2, be-
yond the general contribution of this gene to the
somatic evolution of cancer, specific alleles of this
gene may be particularly likely to promote cancer,
and hence are associated with hereditary prostate
cancer.

Prostatic secretory protein of 94 amino acids
(PSP94, also known as beta microseminoprotein)
is a short polypeptide that is a major secretory pro-
tein of the prostate in human and other mammals
and is abundant in semen. This protein has local
functions in the reproductive tract as well as sys-
temic functions [72]. PSP94 is also normally ex-
pressed in human female reproductive tissue (e.g.
ovarian and breast tissue), as revealed by analysis
of representative cancer cell lines [73]. In vivo
studies indicate that this protein can function as
a tumor suppressor [74], and recently the amino
acid motif within PSP94 that is required for tumor
suppressor function has been identified [75].
Expression of PSP94 is reduced in cancerous pros-
tate tissues in the rat [76]. Expression analysis
using microarrays has revealed a negative associa-
tion between the expression of PSP94 and prostate
cancer [77]. In the case of PSP94, selection in the
context of sexual antagonism may focus on muta-
tions that reduce its effectiveness as a tumor sup-
pressor, if these mutations provide some
advantage in terms of male reproductive function.

Human prostatic acid phosphatase (ACPP) has
been used as a diagnostic marker for prostate can-
cer. This gene has been found to exhibit elevated
expression in neoplastic prostate tissue, relative
to normal tissue [78]. Prolactin-inducible protein
(PIP) is another protein expressed in seminal fluid
(among other fluids) that has been linked to pros-
tate cancer. This gene is highly expressed in pros-
tate carcinoma relative to benign tissue [79].
Diazapim binding inhibitor shows androgen-regu-
lated patterns of expression and is highly expressed
in prostate cancer cell-lines in vitro [80]. This gene
has been implicated in both brain tumor formation
[81] and hepatocellular carcinoma [82].

Other researchers have also found evidence that
genes with prostate-specific normal expression
have been subject to positive selection and are also
associated with prostate cancer in the context of
enhanced expression during somatic evolution, or
in the context of allelic variation (heritable pros-
tate cancer risk). Clark et al. [83] found that the
genes SRC-1, CDC37, ELAC2, and MTA1 are under
positive selection, and these genes are also upreg-
ulated in prostate cancer [84–87]. ELAC2 is one of
the classic loci associated with hereditary prostate
cancer risk [88]. Other genes in this dataset that
are upregulated during prostate cancer progression
include KNTC1, CDKN3, PPP3CB, JUNB, FOSB,
HMMR, BAPX1, GNG11 and CDKN1B. Several of
these genes are known to have functional role asso-
ciated with growth and replication, such as FOSB (a
transcription factor involved in control of the cell
cycle). This association with growth and replication
also applies to a tumor suppressor gene, LATS1
[89], and the insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor
[90]. The expression of one of these genes,
CDC37, is mediated by the gene HSP90 [91], which
is intimately involved in carcinogenesis [92] and
has evolved under positive selection in some mam-
mals [93].
Discussion

Our hypothesis concerning sexual selection, sexual
antagonism and the AR could be more extensively
and specifically evaluated via analysis of the joint
phylogenetic changes in sexual dimorphism, sexual
selection intensity, and measures of AR activation
function in males and females, and by using an evo-
lutionary framework to further evaluate the causal
links between CAG repeat length, AR activation,
cancer risks in males and females, and components
of fitness other than disease. Our more general
hypothesis that multiple genes critically involved
in both sexual selection or sexual conflict are prone
to increase the risk of cancer predicts that
genes that have the strongest connection to sexual
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selection and sexual antagonism will be the most
likely to increase the risk of cancer. Detailed inves-
tigations of themechanisms relating specific genes to
effects relevant to both sexual selection and sexual
conflict and to cancer risk will be especially useful
in testing this hypothesis. It will also be important
to expand the size of the datasets used for compara-
tive analyses of positive selection as the number of
species sequenced for specific genes increases, and
to use other methods of detecting positive selection.

One potential objection to the hypothesis that
sexually antagonistic coevolution of reproductive
genes increases cancer risk might be that the pleio-
tropic effects of the genes associated with male
reproductive function on cancer risk in females
are likely to occur after the child-bearing years of
most women affected by cancer. While this demo-
graphic pattern is evident, the idea that selection
will not act against such pleiotropic effects ignores
the implications of human social structure for life
history theory [94]. The overwhelming importance
of learned knowledge, social network affiliation,
and resource accumulation in human societies,
accompanied by extensive cross-generational
transfers of knowledge, wealth and social status
makes claims that lifespan beyond the age of last
reproduction is irrelevant to fitness untenable. In-
deed, there is now extensive evidence that women
continue making important contributions to the fit-
ness of their direct and indirect descendants long
after their direct reproduction has ceased (e.g.
[95]). Hence, diseases such as breast cancer that typ-
ically occur after age of last reproduction neverthe-
less can still impose severe selective consequences
via effects on parental care and inclusive fitness.

In conclusion, we propose that the AR gene repre-
sents a locus of antagonistic pleiotropy in the context
of sexual selection and sexual conflict. Our review of
previous studies suggests that genes mediating traits
likely to be under sexual selection (particularly genes
withnormal expressionpatterns inprostate) areasso-
ciated with the development of cancer (in reproduc-
tive tissues in males and females, as well as a wide
variety of other tissues), and have frequently been
subject to positive selection. This is consistent with
the hypothesis that sexual selection and sexually
antagonistic coevolution will produce pleiotropic ef-
fects that contribute to cancer risk.
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